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In our last article, we discussed the Gujarat High Court judgment in the case of VKC Footsteps India Pvt. Ltd. 
vs. Union of India [2020-VIL-340-GUJ] (‘VKC’) where the High Court allowed refund of input services in case 
of Inverted Tax Structure (‘ITS’). This article analyzes the recent contrary judgment of the Madras High Court in 
the case of TVL Transtonnelstroy Afcons Joint Venture vs. Union of India [2020-VIL-459-MAD] (‘TVL’). 

Drafting a good piece of legislature is both an ‘art’ and a ‘craft’. A simple and clear legislature provides an 
impetus in easing out the tax compliances, lower tax litigations and more revenues for the Government. 
Unfortunately, GST has a long way to go to earn this title. GST is a kind of legislation where proviso’s 
have been frequently used to convey independent legislative provisions. The result is complete anarchy in 
interpreting the provision. We have reached the stage where even the courts have a difference of opinion in 
interpretation. The recent judgment in the case of TVL is one classic example of the same.

Background
Section 54(3) of the Central Goods & 
Services Tax Act, 2017 (‘CGST Act’) 
read with Rule 89(5) of the Central 
Goods & Services Tax Rules, 2017 
(‘CGST Rules’) allows refund of 
Input Tax Credit (‘ITC’) where ITC is 
accumulated on account of ‘inverted 
tax’ structure i.e. where rate of tax on 
inputs exceeds rate of tax on output.

Taxpayers challenged constitutional 
validity of Section 54(3) of the CGST 
Act for being violative of Article 14 
of the Constitution of India, 1950 
(‘Constitution’). Further, the taxpayers 
also challenged that Rule 89(5) of the 
CGST Rules is ultra vires of Section 
54(3) of the CGST Act for prescribing
restriction which does not derive its powers from parent statute.  

High Court ruling in TVL

The High Court has done a detailed analysis of the various provisions of the CGST Act & Rules, the 
Constitution and relied upon various judgments. The High Court places reliance on various judicial 
pronouncements wherein it is held that the statutory definition should be adopted when the term is defined in 
the Act itself. It also observed that the legislation has consciously used the term ‘input’ and ‘input services’ in 
various sub-sections of Section 54 to create a distinction between the two. Thus, it rejected the argument that 
the term ‘input’ shall be given common parlance meaning even if the same is defined in the CGST Act. 

The High Court held that the latitude to make a classification in matters related to taxation is wider than in 
other form of legislation as held in Federation of Hotel and Restaurant Association of India vs. Union 
of India [(1989) 3 SCC 634] and State of Gujarat vs. Ambika Mills [(1974) 4 SCC 656]. The High Court 
rejected the argument that there is an infringement of Article 14 of the Constitution for the reason that Section 
54(3)(ii) creates a distinction between a class of person who avails ITC on goods and those who avails ITC on 
input services.

The High Court relied upon the Supreme Court judgment in the case of CC vs. Dilip Kumar [(2018) 9 SCC 
1] and Ramnath vs.CTO [(2020) 108 CCH 0020 ISCC] held that refund is a statutory right and can only be 
availed strictly by the conditions prescribed under the law.



While interpreting the scope of the proviso to Section 54(3), the High Court adopted the cardinal rules of 
interpretation to give meaning to every word used in the statute. The High Court thrusts upon the words ‘credit 
accumulation on account of’ used in the proviso. As per the High Court, if the interpretation that refund of an 
entire unutilized input tax credit is allowed then it would render the words ‘credit accumulation on account 
of’ otiose or redundant. Based on this ground, the High Court held that proviso also quantifies the amount of 
refund which is admissible to a registered person.

The High Court also held that Rule 89(5) of the CGST Rules as amended is in conformity with Section 54(3) of 
the CGST Act. Rule 89(5) to be intra vires to parent statute to the extent it denies refund of unutilized ITC on 
input services. 

Analysis

The High Court has rightly held that the statutory meaning of the term ‘input’ should be considered while 
reading Section 54. It is also correct in concluding that distinction between ‘goods’ and ‘services’ is valid and 
is not is an infringement of Article 14 of the Constitution. Further, the finding that right of refund is statutory in 
nature and can only be availed strictly in accordance with the conditions prescribed under law is also correct.

In both VKC and TVL, the whole issue boils down to one single matter which is the scope of proviso to Section 
54(3).  The normal function of a proviso is to qualify something enacted therein which but for the proviso would 
be within the purview of the enactment. The enacting part of the section would have included the subject-
matter of the proviso. A proviso has no repercussion on the interpretation of the enacting portion of the section 
so as to exclude something by implication which is embraced by clear words in the enactment.

Section 54(3) is utterly clear to allow refund of 
unutilized input tax credit to a registered person 
at the end of any tax period. As per the definition 
‘Input Tax Credit’ means credit of Input Tax and 
‘Input Tax’ means GST charged on supply of 
goods or services under the CGST Act. Thus, 
unutilized input tax credit would cover credit of 
GST charged on supply of both goods or services.

The proviso to Section 54(3) specifies the 
situations where refund shall be permissible. 
The proviso does not stipulate categories of 
procurements eligible for refund i.e. whether 
refund will be allowed only on inputs and not on 
input services or capital goods. This is one fine 
point which has been missed by the Madras High 
Court in its judgment.

The thrusts of the High Court to give the meaning to the words ‘credit accumulation on account of’ used in the 
proviso is incorrect. Even if these words were not used in the proviso, then the result would be same as wher-
ever rate of tax on inputs is higher than the rate of tax on output then the result shall be credit accumulation 
only. To that extend, this judgment is bad in law.   

If a taxpayer satisfies the conditions of the proviso the benefit should follow from main Section 54(3) not from 
the proviso itself. The main section in this case clearly permits refund of GST paid on both goods & services. 



To sum up

The judgment is well reasoned on merits but the reasoning given is incorrect. The judgment will be a set-back 
for the taxpayers operating under inverted tax structure who have applied to get refund on input services. The 
affected taxpayers may continue to file refund on input services and capital goods to keep issue alive. In the 
light of contradictory High Court rulings, the Supreme Court will eventually decide this issue in times to come. 
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